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Seek cool air for it is more

One can practice deep breathing
while walking.in the open simply by
inhaling with a shoulder movement.
With arms hanging at' the sides begin
to inhale slowly, raising or "hunch-- A

ing" the shoulders until they are as
high as they 'will go and the lungs
full of air. Then exhale while the
shoulders are slowly lowered again.
This as excellent while walking in the
park or an'open place.""

If forced to walk in a dusty, dirty
street, DON'T breathe deep. '

(Breathing for Beauty will be ex-

plained in Dr. Bishop's article in The
Day Book tomorrow.)

v TABLES
The table proper is a piece of din- -

. ing room furniture supported by
hand-carve- d legs and father's pock-etboo- k.

It is the family table, or ta-

ble that the family sit at
The cafe table is

from the family table by its
diversity of uses. The 'cafe table is
sometimes sat at, often sat on, and

I not infrequently sat under, depend-
ing upon the ebriate condition of the
setees.

Then we have the round-tabl- e.

The round-tabl- e is what government
officials sit at when they don't want
to be on the square. The only other

- species of round table is the one of
' which you get a square meal for J 5

- , cents.
' Tables also are what we turn on
folks to show them they're not so

. smart as they think they are.
That, leaves the time table The

time table is an instrument of torture
5P designed to keep you from finding

j out when your train goes.
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New York learns the "Alaska
Queen" .whom it feteclior two weeks
is really a servant girl from Kansas
City. And still New York, picked for

, the boob a .hundred times, wonders
' why the balanqe of power has passed

Jo the south and west

Deep breathing exercise while
walking hunch the shoulders high
while inhaling..
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